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Adaptive networks model social, physical, technical, or biological systems as attributed graphs evolv-
ing at the level of both their topology and data. They are naturally described by graph transformation,
but the majority of authors take an approach inspired by the physical sciences, combining an infor-
mal description of the operations with programmed simulations, and systems of ODEs as the only
abstract mathematical description. We show that we can capture a range of social network mod-
els, the so-called voter models, as stochastic attributed graph transformation systems, demonstrate
the benefits of this representation and establish its relation to the non-standard probabilistic view
adopted in the literature. We use the theory and tools of graph transformation to analyze and simu-
late the models and propose a new variant of a standard stochastic simulation algorithm to recreate
the results observed.

1 Introduction

Modeling and analyzing the dynamics of social networks allows scientists to understand the impact of so-
cial interactions on areas as diverse as politics (opinion formation, spread of (dis)information), economic
development, and health (spread of diseases, update of vaccines) [24, 1, 9]. Much of the more founda-
tional literature approach social network analysis from a perspective informed by statistical physics [23]
using a combination of mathematical models (differential equations) and programmed simulation, both
derived from an intuitive understanding of the operation of the network. This works well for static net-
works, where the structure is fixed and changes are to node or link attributes only, but in complex adaptive
networks [15] the interconnectedness of structure and data evolution poses additional challenges.

Stochastic typed attributed graph transformation [16] is an obvious choice to formalize and analyze
complex adaptive networks. The formalism provides both tool support for simulation and analysis and an
established theory to derive mathematical models from the same rule-based descriptions, thus replacing
the informal, and sometimes vague, descriptions in natural language. A case in point are the various
voter models [11, 28, 18] which describe opinion formation in a network of agents. The operations, as
described in [11] seem clear enough.

. . . we consider two opinions (called 0 and 1) . . . ; and on each step, we pick a discordant
edge (x,y) at random . . . . With probability 1−α , the voter at x adopts the opinion of the
voter at y. Otherwise (i.e., with probability α), x breaks its connection to y and makes a
new connection to a voter chosen at random from those that share its opinion. The process
continues until there are no edges connecting voters that disagree.
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Intuitively, this is a graph transformation system of four rules over undirected graphs whose nodes
are attributed by 0 or 1, shown below using ◦ and •, respectively. Referring to [8, 2, 6, 7] for further
details, we utilise a “right-to-left” convention for rewriting rules in order to accommodate a natural order
of composition of the rule algebra representations.

• ◦\• ↼ •−◦
•

• ◦
/◦ ↼ •−◦

◦ •−• ↼ •−◦ ◦−◦ ↼ •−◦

The first pair of rules models rewiring where an agents disconnects from another one with a different
opinion to form a connection with a third agent of the same opinion. In the second pair of rules, an agent
connected to one with a different opinion adopts the opinion of the other. We could now associate rates
with these rules, resulting in a stochastic graph transformation system that allows simulation using the
SimSG tool [12] and the derivation of differential equations using the rule algebra approach [8, 2, 6, 7].

However, on closer inspection we discover a number of discrepancies. First, the model in [11] and
related papers is probabilistic, but without time. This is an abstraction of real-world behavior in social
networks, where time is not discrete and actions not round-based. Arguably, a continuous-time model is
a better representation of this behavior. Semantically, a stochastic graph transformation system induces
a continuous-time Markov Chain (CTMC) — an established model with clear links to logics, model
checking and simulation techniques, while the operational model behind [11] and others is left informal,
but could be formalized as a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) or decision process (MDP) [4, 5, 8, 7].

More specifically, looking at the description of the operation, this is a two- or three-step process,
where first a conflict edge is selected at random, then a decision made based on the fixed probability
α between adopting another opinion, and rewiring which requires another random selection of a node
with the same opinion. That means, in the rewiring case, the combined behavior of the operation is
not reflected directly by the rewiring rules above, which choose all three nodes first. Also, the race
between the rewiring and adopt rules in a stochastic graph transformation system depends on the number
of available matches (the candidates for the 3rd agent to link) while the probability is fixed in the original
formulation. Stochastic graph transformation realizes a mass action semantics which reflects the behavior
of physical, chemical and biological processes where the frequency of actions (formally the jump rate
of the CTMC) depends on both a rate constant and the concentration or amount available of the input
materials required for the action.

In our view, the informal description of operations, lack of continuous time, and non-standard selec-
tion and execution procedure all represent weaknesses in the formulation which inhibit a natural mathe-
matical interpretation of the operational behavior of the model and consequently a formal and systematic
connection of this operational description with the simulation and equational model.

Other authors have studied algorithmic problems in social networks, such as what subset of actors to
target with interventions (e.g., in marketing or public health campaigns) so as to maximise the impact of
the campaign on the network as a whole [17, 22]. Such research is based on models of opinion formation
and the spread of information in networks, typically divided into cascading and threshold models. In
a cascading model, an actor is activated by a single message or activation from a peer. The behavior
outlined above, where a discordant edge represents an activation, falls into this category. Instead, in a
threshold model, an actor becomes active once a certain number of its peers are activated.

Different models give rise to different centrality measure for actors [25] and hence to different algo-
rithmic solutions for discovering the most influential set of actors to target. These models assume static
networks, but one could ask the question of centrality of actors for a dynamic network model given by a
stochastic graph transformation system incorporating both the spread of information and the change of
topology.
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In this paper, we present an approach addressing weaknesses in dynamic social network modelling
by starting from a formal graph transformation model as operational description. We investigate the
links to the existing voter models both analytically, using the rule algebra framework to establish how
to translate operations and parameters to stochastic graph transformation, and experimentally trying to
recreate the observed emergent behavior in the literature. Apart from making a convincing claim for the
superiority of our methodological approach, this will allow us in the future to both compare new analysis
results to existing ones in the literature.

We start by introducing the model as a stochastic graph transformation system in the format accepted
by our simulation tool, then study the theory of relating the different CTMC and DTMC semantics to
support different possible conversions between models before reporting on the experimental validation
of the resulting models through simulation.

2 Voter Models as Stochastic Typed Attributed Graph Rewrite Systems

We model voter networks as instances of the type graph below (Figure 1), where Group nodes represent
undirected links connecting Agent nodes. This means that two agents are linked if they are members of
the same group. For now, the cardinality of each group is exactly 2, so these groups are indeed a model
of undirected edges between agents (and we are planning to generalize to groups with several members
later). We see the voter network as an undirected multi graph, i.e., parallel links between two voters

GroupVotersContainer

Group

Voter * voter

group

vote : Int

*

*
member

Figure 1: Type graph of the basic voter model

v1 and v2 are permitted. That means, in our representation, v1,v2 can jointly make up one group g1 as
well as another group g2. It is worth noting that the multi-graph interpretation is never explicitly stated
in [11] nor the literature building on it. However it is the only interpretation consistent with the usual
assumptions made, in particular that rewiring is always possible after the selection of the 3rd node, which
may or may not be connected to the first node v1 already, and that the total number of edges in the graph
is constant, so we have to create a new edge on rewiring even if v1 and v2 are already connected.

In this paper we use SimSG [12] to simulate rule-based models, such as the basic voter model, for a
given start graph and rates according to the semantics of stochastic graph transformations [16]. SimSG
implements its own version of Gillespie’s well-known algorithm [14] which describes the behavior of
stochastic systems over time using a continuous-time Markov Chain with exponentially distributed tran-
sition delays. SimSG is build upon the graph transformation rule interpreter eMoflon [21], which pro-
vides the means to define and execute rules. For example, there are four rules in the basic voter model,
two dual variants each of the adopt and rewire operations. The graphs in Figure 2 show a visual repre-
sentation of these four rules as defined in the eMoflon::IBeX-GT1 syntax. In these rules, black and red
elements (--) specify context elements that need to be present in an instance graph, while green elements
(++) will be created. A pattern matcher will search for matches in an instance graph that fit these require-

1eMoflon::IBeX-GT: https://emoflon.org/#emoflonIbex

https://emoflon.org/#emoflonIbex
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adopt1 : Rule

v1 : Voter v2 : Voter

g : Group

≠

member member

v1.vote := 0

v1.vote == 1 && v2.vote == 0 

adopt2 : Rule

v1 : Voter v2 : Voter

g : Group

≠

member member

v2.vote := 1

v1.vote == 1 && v2.vote == 0 

<name> : <Type> Node

… :=…

<Type>

Attribute

Constraint

Edge

Node

Constraint

… ==…

Attribute

Assignment

rewire1 : Rule

v1 : Voter v2 : Voter

g : Group

≠

member member

v1.vote == 1 && v2.vote == 0 

&& v3.vote == 1 

<name> : <Type> Node

<Type>

Attribute

Constraint

Edge

Node

Constraint

… ==…

root : 

GroupVotersContainer

group --

g : Group

group

++

---- --

v3 : Voter

≠ ≠

++member

++

member

++
--

Created

Elements

Deleted

Elements

rewire2 : Rule

v1 : Voter v2 : Voter

g : Group

≠

member member

v1.vote == 1 && v2.vote == 0 

&& v3.vote == 0 <name> : <Type> Node

<Type>

Attribute

Constraint

Edge

Node

Constraint

… ==…

root : 

GroupVotersContainer

group --

g : Group

group

++

---- --

v3 : Voter

≠ ≠

++member

++member

++
--

Created

Elements

Deleted

Elements

Figure 2: Rules of the basic voter model

ments. As shown in Figure 2, in addition to structural constraints, eMoflon allows the specification of
attribute conditions. If a match is found, the rule can be applied by deleting all graph elements matching
red elements in the rule, and creating new instances of all green elements. In addition to the struc-
tural constraints and attribute conditions shown in the example, eMoflon-GT also allows the definition
of more complex conditions, such as negative application conditions that filter out matches connected
to prohibited graph structures. Beyond the specification of rules, SimSG allows for the annotation of
rules with rates, either through value literals or statically evaluated arithmetic expressions. Most impor-
tantly, eMoflon provides SimSG with an interface to its underlying incremental graph pattern matching
engines, such as Viatra[26], Democles[27] or the recently developed HiPE2, all of which can be used to
find matches for rules and track observable patterns during simulations. During each simulation, SimSG
tracks occurrence counts of these patterns and provide the user with the option to plot these counts over
the simulation time or save them to a file.

2HiPE: https://github.com/HiPE-DevOps/HiPE-Updatesite

https://github.com/HiPE-DevOps/HiPE-Updatesite
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3 Theory: CTMCs and DTMCs via Rule-algebraic Methods

Approaches to social network modeling can be broadly classified by their underlying semantics. In
this paper, we consider the two major classes consisting of discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs) and
continuous-time Markov Chains (CTMCs) (leaving for future work the class of Markov decision pro-
cesses). We will utilize the rule algebra formalism [8, 2, 6, 7] as our central technical tool, with CTMCs
in so-called mass-action semantics implemented via the stochastic mechanics framework [4, 5, 8, 7].
Here, the firing rate of a given rule for a system state at some time t ≥ 0 is proportional to a base rate
(i.e., a positive real parameter) times the number of admissible matches of the rule into the system state.
Note however that even in the CTMC setting, this semantics is only one of several conceivable vari-
ants, and indeed we will study in this paper also a variation of rule-based CTMC semantics wherein rule
activities in infinitesimal jumps are not weighted by their numbers of matches. In order to faithfully
implement rule-based DTMCs, we will adopt the approach of [3].

3.1 Preliminaries: “compositional” rewriting theory

We will focus throughout this paper on the case3 of Sesqui-Pushout (SqPO) semantics [10], which under
certain conditions on the underlying base categories furnishes a “compositional” rewriting semantics [2],
i.e., supports the requisite construction of rule algebras. Since the main theme of this paper is to advocate
rewriting-based methods for implementing models, we discuss here the recent extension of the SqPO-
formalism to include rules with conditions and under the influence of constraints [6, 7]. We refer the
interested readers to [7] for the analogous formalism in the Double Pushout (DPO) setting.

Consider thus a base category C that is M -adhesive (for some class M of monomorphisms), fini-
tary, possesses an M -initial object, M -effective unions and an epi-M -factorization, and such that
all final pullback complements (FPCs) along composable pairs of M -morphisms exist (compare [7]).
Throughout this paper, we will consider the particular example of the category uGraph/T (for some
T ∈ obj(uGraph)) of typed undirected multigraphs, which according to [7] satisfies all of the aforemen-
tioned requirements.

Let us briefly recall the salient points of SqPO-type “compositional” rewriting theory:
Definition 1 (Rules). Denote by Lin(C) the set of equivalence classes of linear rules with conditions,

Lin(C) := {R = (O o←− K i−→ I,cI)|i,o ∈M ,cI ∈ cond(C)}�∼ , (1)

where R ∼ R′ if and only if cI≡̇c′I (i.e., if the conditions are equivalent for all matches of the rules) and
the rules are isomorphic. The latter entails the existence of isomorphisms ω : O

∼=−→ O′, κ : K
∼=−→ K′ and

ι : I
∼=−→ I′ such that the obvious diagram commutes. We will adopt the convention to speak of “a” rule

R ∈ Lin(C) to mean an equivalence class of rules.
Definition 2. Given a rule R ∈ Lin(C) and an object X ∈ obj(C), an SqPO-admissible match m ∈MR(X)
is an M -morphism m : I → X that satisfies the application condition cI . Then an SqPO-type direct
derivation of X along R with a match m ∈MR(X) is defined via a commutative diagram of the form

O K I

Rm(X) X X

mm∗ FPCPO (2)

3Since the rules in our concrete models are linear and will not involve vertex deletions nor creations, we could have equiv-
alently opted for DPO- or SPO-semantics, which are well-known to coincide with SqPO-semantics in this special situation.
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where the object Rm(X) is defined up to the universal isomorphisms of FPCs and pushouts (POs).

Note that in all of our applications, we will only consider objects up to isomorphisms, so we will in a
slight abuse of notations speak of taking direct derivations of iso-classes X ∈ obj(C)∼= along (equivalence
classes of) rules, understood as a mapping from iso-classes to iso-classes. With the focus of the present
paper upon implementation strategies, we forgo here a complete review of the concepts of compositional
rewriting theory (see e.g. [6, 7]), and limit ourselves to the following salient points. From hereon, C will
always denote a category suitable for SqPO-type transformation.

Definition 3. Let RC denote the R-vector space “over rules” spanned by basis vectors δ (R), where
δ : Lin(C)

∼=−→ basis(RC) is an isomorphism. Let Ĉ denote the R-vector space “over states”, which
is defined via the isomorphism |.〉 : obj(C)∼= → basis(Ĉ) from isomorphism-classes of objects to basis
vectors of Ĉ. We introduce the notation EndR(Ĉ) to denote the space of endomorphisms on Ĉ (i.e., of
linear operators from Ĉ to itself). Then we denote by ρC : RC→ EndR(Ĉ) the morphism defined via

∀R ∈ Lin(C),X ∈ obj(C)∼= : ρC(δ (R)) |X〉 := ∑
m∈MR(X)

|Rm(X)〉 . (3)

The above definition extends to arbitrary elements of RC and Ĉ by linearity, i.e., for A = ∑
M
j=1 α jδ (R j)

and |Ψ〉 := ∑X ψX |X〉, we define ρC(A) |X〉 := ∑
M
j=1 α j ∑X ψX ρC(δ (R j)) |X〉.

Intuitively, ρC takes a rule vector in RC and delivers a transformation between state vectors, applying
the rules to the input states, and “weighing” the resulting states according to the coefficients in the rule
vector. This concept is useful in particular in order to formalize the jumps of a CTMC (see Section 3.2).

Theorem 1 (Cf. [7]). (i) The trivial rule R∅ := [(∅←∅→∅, true)]∼ ∈ Lin(C) satisfies

ρC(δ (R∅)) = IdEndR(Ĉ) . (4)

(ii) Denote by 〈| : Ĉ→ R the so-called (dual) projection vector, defined via 〈 |X〉 := 1R for all X ∈
obj(C)∼=. Extending this definition by linearity, 〈| thus implements the operation of summing
coefficients, i.e., for |Ψ〉= ∑X ψX |X〉, we define 〈 |Ψ〉 := ∑X ψX 〈 |X〉= ∑X ψX . Then ρC satisfies
the so-called SqPO-type jump-closure property:

∀R ∈ Lin(C) : 〈|ρC(δ (R)) = 〈|Ô(δ (R)) , Ô(δ (R)) := ρC(δ ([I← I→ I,cI]∼)) . (5)

The last point of the above theorem alludes to the important special case of rule-based linear oper-
ators that are diagonal in the basis of Ĉ, since these implement operations of counting patterns. In the
particular case at hand, we may combine the definition of ρC in (3) with (5) in order to obtain

〈|Ô(δ (R)) |X〉= 〈|ρC(δ (R)) |X〉= ∑
m∈MR(X)

〈 |Rm(X)〉= ∑
m∈MR(X)

1R = |MR(X)| . (6)

In this sense, Ô(δ (R)) as defined in (5) “counts” the numbers of admissible matches of R into objects.

3.2 Rule-based CTMCs

Traditionally, CTMCs based upon transformation rules have been defined in so-called mass-action se-
mantics. In the rule algebra formalism, such types of CTMCs are compactly expressed as follows (with
ρ ≡ ρC):
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Theorem 2 (Mass-action semantics for CTMCs). Let T := {(κ j,R j)}N
j=1 denote a (finite) set of pairs

of base rates κ j ∈ R>0 and rules R j ∈ Lin(C) (for j = 1, . . . ,N) over some category C. Denote by
Prob(Ĉ) the space of (sub-)probability distributions over the state-space Ĉ, and choose an initial state
|Ψ0〉 := ∑X ψ

(0)
X |X〉 ∈ Prob(Ĉ). Then the data (T , |Ψ0〉) defines a SqPO-type rule-based CTMC via the

following evolution equation for the system state |Ψ(t)〉 := ∑X ψX(t) |X〉 at time t ≥ 0:

d
dt |Ψ(t)〉= H |Ψ(t)〉 , |Ψ(0)〉= |Ψ0〉 , H := ρ(h)− Ô(h) , h :=

N

∑
j=1

κ jδ (R j) (7)

Here, we used linearity to extend the definition of the jump-closure operator Ô(.) of (5) to arbitrary
elements of RC, i.e., Ô(h) := ∑

N
j=1 κ jÔ(δ (R j)).

However, while mass-action semantics is of key importance in the modeling of chemical reaction
systems, it is of course not the only conceivable semantics. In particular, as we shall demonstrate in the
later part of this paper, for certain applications it will prove useful to utilize alternative adjustments of
the “firing rates” of individual rules other than the one fixed in mass-action semantics.
Definition 4 (Generalized rule-based CTMC semantics). For a suitable base category C, let T :=
{(γ j,R j,Wj)}N

j=1 be a set of triples of base rates γ j ∈ R>0, rules R j ∈ Lin(C) and (inverse) weight
functions Wj ∈ End(Ĉ)diag ( j = 1, . . . ,N). Here, End(Ĉ)diag denotes the space of diagonal operators
(with respect to the basis of Ĉ). Together with a choice of initial state |Ψ0〉 ∈ Prob(Ĉ), this data defines
a rule-based SqPO-type CTMC via the evolution equation

d
dt |Ψ(t)〉= HW |Ψ(t)〉 , |Ψ(0)〉= |Ψ0〉 , HW :=

N

∑
j=1

γ j
(
ρ(δ (R) j)− Ô(δ (R j))

) 1
W ∗j

∀F ∈ End(Ĉ)diag, |X〉 ∈ Ĉ :
1

F∗
|X〉 :=

{
|X〉 if F |X〉= 0R

1
〈|F |X〉 |X〉 otherwise.

(8)

Example 1. Given a set of pairs of base rates and rules T = {(κ j,R j)}N
j=1 for a rule-based CTMC with

mass-action semantics as in Definition 2, one may define from this transition set in particular a uniformed
CTMC with infinitesimal generator HU defined as follows (with ρ ≡ ρC):

HU :=−IdEnd(Ĉ)+
N

∑
j=1

p j ·ρ(δ (R j))
1

Ô(δ (R j))∗
, p j :=

κ j

∑
N
j=1 κ j

. (9)

Note in particular that since all base rates κ j are positive real numbers, the parameters p j are proba-
bilities. Moreover, applying HU to an arbitrary basis state |X〉, one finds that the overall jump rate (i.e.,
minus the coefficient of the diagonal part of HU ) is precisely equal to 1, so that the p j in the non-diagonal
part of HU encodes in fact the probability for the “firing” of rule R j, regardless of the numbers of admis-
sible matches of R j into the given state |X〉. Finally, under the assumption that both the mass-action and
the uniformed CTMC admit a steady state, we find by construction that

lim
t→∞

d
dt |Ψ(t)〉= 0 ⇔ lim

t→∞
H |Ψ(t)〉= 0 ⇔ lim

t→∞
HU
(
Ô(h) · |Ψ(t)〉

)
= 0 . (10)

Letting |ΨU(t)〉 denote the system state at time t of the “uniformed” CTMC with generator HU , and
assuming |Ψ(0)〉= |ΨU(0)〉, the above entails in particular that |ΨU(t→ ∞)〉= (Ô(h)∗)−1 · |Ψ(t→ ∞)〉,
i.e., the steady state of the CTMC generated by HU and the one of the CTMC generated by H are related
by an operator-valued rescaling (via the operator (Ô(h)∗)−1, and thus in general in non-constant fashion).
A similar construction will play a key role when studying rule-based discrete-time Markov chains.
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Another interesting class of examples is motivated via the “Potsdam approach” to probabilistic graph
transformation systems as advocated in [20].

Example 2 (LCM-construction). Given a generalized CTMC with infinitesimal generator HW specified
as in Definition 4, construct the least common multiple (LCM) L of the inverse weight functions:

L := LCM(W1, . . . ,WN) . (11)

Then we define the LCM-variant of the CTMC as

HLCM := HW ·L . (12)

By construction, HLCM does not contain any operator-valued inverse weights (in contrast to the original
HW ). Moreover, for certain choices of (inverse) weight functions W1, . . . ,WN , the LCM-construction
results in an infinitesimal generator HLCM in which all contributing rules have the same input motif I,
thus making contact with the methodology of [20].

3.3 Rule-based DTMCs

Despite their numerous applications in many different research fields, to date discrete-time Markov
chains (DTMCs) that are based upon notions of probabilistic transformation systems have not been
considered in quite a comparable detail as the CTMC constructions. Following [3], we present here
a possible general construction of rule-based DTMC via a rule-algebraic approach:

Definition 5. For a suitable category C, let T = {(γ j,R j,Wj)}N
j=1 be a (finite) set of triples of positive

coefficients γ j ∈ R>0, transformation rules R j ∈ Lin(C) and (inverse) weight functions Wj ∈ End(Ĉ)diag
( j = 1, . . . ,N), with the additional constraint that

N

∑
j=1

γ jÔ(δ (R j)) ·
1

W ∗j
= IdEnd(Ĉ) . (13)

Then together with an initial state |Φ0〉 ∈Prob(Ĉ), this data defines a SqPO-type rule-based discrete-time
Markov chain (DTMC), whose n-th state (for non-negative integer values of n) is given by

|Φn〉 := Dn |Φ0〉 , D :=
N

∑
j=1

γ jρ(δ (R j)) ·
1

W ∗j
(ρ ≡ ρC) . (14)

Example 3 (Adaptive Voter Model). As a typical example of a social network model, consider the
specification of the adaptive voter model (AVM) in the variant according to Durrett et al. [ref], which
has as its input parameters an initial graph state |Φ0〉= |X0〉 (with N(0)

• and N(0)
◦ vertices of types • and

◦, respectively, and with NE undirected edges) and a probability 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and whose transitions as
depicted in Figure 3 are given via a form of a probabilistic decision procedure in several steps (black
arrows): in each round of the AVM, an edge is chosen at random; if the edge is linking two nodes
of different kind, with probability p, one of the rewiring rules is “fired”, or with probability (1− p)
one of the adopt rules, respectively; otherwise, i.e., if the chosen edge is linking two vertices of the
same kind, no action is performed. As annotated in dark blue, each phase of this probabilistic decision
procedure is dressed with a probability (and so that all probabilities for a given phase sum to 1). These
probabilities in turn depend upon constant parameters (here, p and NE), as well as on pattern counts N•,
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Figure 3: Specification of the adaptive voter model (AVM) according to [11] via a probabilistic decision
tree (black arrows), and as combined one-step probabilistic transitions (orange arrows).

N◦, N•−•, N•−◦ and N◦−◦ that dynamically depend on the current system state. Note that NV := N•+N◦
and NE = N•−•+N•−◦+N◦−◦ are conserved quantities in this model, since none of the transitions create
or delete vertices, but at most exchange vertex types4, and since the transitions manifestly preserve the
overall number of edges.

Upon closer inspection, the transition probabilities may be written in a form that permits to compare
the “firing” semantics to the mass-action and to the generalized semantics used in rule-based CTMCs.
According to (6), we may implement the operation of counting patterns via linear operators based upon
“identity rules”, since for arbitrary graph patterns P and graph states |X〉,

NP(X) = 〈| ÔP |X〉 , ÔP := ρ(δ ([P← P→ P, true]∼)) . (15)

Since rule algebra theory is not the main topic of the present paper, we provide below some operator
relations without derivation5, noting that they may be computed utilizing the fact that ρ is a so-called
representation of the SqPO-type rule algebra (cf. [7, Thm. 3]):

Ô•−◦Ôx = Ô•−◦ x + Ô•−◦ ⇔ Ô•−◦ x = Ô•−◦(Ôx−1) (x ∈ {•,◦}) , (16)

which permit us to interpret the AVM model in the following way as a rule-based DTMC: starting by
computing the overall one-step transitions and their respective probabilities (orange arrows in Figure 3),

4Strictly speaking, we implement the two vertex types • and ◦ as attributes in our SimSG implementation, which in the
theoretical setting can be emulated via using self-loops of two different types; evidently, this amounts merely to a slight
modification of the type graph plus the enforcement of some structural constraints (compare [7]), thus for notational simplicity,
we do not make this technical detail explicit in our diagrams.

5In fact, for the simple case at hand, one may derive the relations heuristically, noting that applying Ô•−◦Ôx to some
graph state amounts to first counting all vertices of type x (for x ∈ {•,◦}), followed by counting all •−◦ edges; performing
this operation in one step, this amounts to either counting the x-type vertices separately (i.e., counting the pattern •−◦ x), or
counting the x-type vertices on the same location as counting the •−◦ patterns, thus explaining the two contributions in (16).
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and using the above operator relations, we find the rule-based DTMC generator

DAV M =
α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
• ◦\• ↼ •−◦

•
))

1
(Ô•−1)∗

+
α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
• ◦
/◦ ↼ •−◦

◦
))

1
(Ô◦−1)∗

(17a)

+
(1−α)

2NE
ρ (δ (•−• ↼ •−◦))+ (1−α)

2NE
ρ (δ (◦−◦ ↼ •−◦)) (17b)

+
1

NE
ρ (δ (•−• ↼ •−•))+ 1

NE
ρ (δ (◦−◦ ↼ ◦−◦)) . (17c)

Interestingly, the particular semantics for the “firing” of transitions as encoding in this DTMC gener-
ator is neither a variant of mass-action semantics (wherein each rule would fire with a rate dependent
on its number of matches, and so that the overall firing rate of all rules would be utilized to normalize
all state-dependent firing rates to probabilities as described in Definition 5), nor do all transitions have
state-independent, i.e., constant rates. Instead, the rewiring rules (17a) have rates proportional to N•−◦;
according to (16), we have that N•−◦ = N•−◦ x/(NX − 1)∗ (for x ∈ {•,◦}), whence the firing rates of the
rewiring transitions of the AVM model are found to be proportional to a state-dependent fraction of their
mass-action rates! In contrast, the adoption transitions (17b) as well as the inactive transitions (17c)
are found to follow standard mass-action semantics, which might raise the question of whether the over-
all “mixed” semantics chosen for the AVM model indeed reflect the intended intuitions and empirical
findings.

Finally, in view of simulation experiments, we would like to advocate the use of dedicated and high-
performance Gillespie-style stochastic graph transformation software such as in particular SimSG [12]
(cf. Section 4). More concretely, one may take advantage of the rule-algebraic formulation of DTMCs
and CTMCs to identify for a given DTMC with generator D a particular CTMC based upon the uniform
infinitesimal generator HU := D− IdEnd(Ĉ), so that (if both limits exist) the two alternative probabilistic
systems have the same limit distribution (i.e., |Φ∞〉= lim

t→∞
|Ψ(t)〉):

D |Φ∞〉= |Φ∞〉 ⇔ (D− IdEnd(Ĉ)) |Φ∞〉= 0 ↔
( d

dt |Ψ(t)〉
)∣∣

t→∞
= (HU |Ψ(t)〉)

∣∣
t→∞

= 0 (18)

However, CTMC simulations for rules that are not following mass-action semantics are non-standard to
date, which is why it is also of interest to consider two particular mass-action type alternative CTMC
models that are motivated by the original AVM model:

• A “standard” mass-action semantics (MAS) CTMC, where the transformation rules in DAV M are
defined to act in mass-action semantics (with the base rates κ•,κ◦,α•,α◦ ∈R>0 however not fixed
in any evident way from the original AVM model interpretation):

HMAS = κ• ·ρ
(

δ

(
• ◦\• ↼ •−◦

•
))

+κ◦ ·ρ
(

δ

(
• ◦
/◦ ↼ •−◦

◦
))

(19a)

+α• ·ρ (δ (•−• ↼ •−◦))+α◦ ·ρ (δ (◦−◦ ↼ •−◦)) (19b)

− Ô•−◦(κ•(Ô•−1)+κ◦(Ô◦−1)+α•+α◦) . (19c)

Note that if we let ρ(hMAS) := (19a)+ (19b), then the terms in (19c) are indeed found to be equal
to −Ô(hAV M) (utilizing (16) to simplify terms) as required by Theorem 2.

• A least-common-multiple (LCM) variant which is computable from DAV M via the method presented
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in Example 2 (with constant and operator-valued contributions to firing rates in orange):

HLCM =
α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
• ◦\• ↼ •−◦

•
))

(Ô◦−1)+
α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
• ◦
/◦ ↼ •−◦

◦
))

(Ô•−1) (20a)

+
(1−α)

2NE
ρ (δ (•−• ↼ •−◦))(Ô•−1)(Ô◦−1)

+
(1−α)

2NE
ρ (δ (◦−◦ ↼ •−◦))(Ô•−1)(Ô◦−1)

(20b)

− 1
NE

Ô•−◦(Ô•−1)(Ô◦−1) . (20c)

Expanding terms in HLCM via utilizing once again the representation property of ρ (not presented
here for brevity; cf. [7, Thm. 3] for the details), we may write HLCM in the equivalent form below,
which exhibits this CTMC model as a particular instance of a model for which all rules have the
same input motif (and thus as a model in the spirit of the “Potsdam approach” as in [20]):

HLCM =
α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
• ◦|• ◦ ↼

•−◦
• ◦

))
+

α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
• ◦|• ◦ ↼

•−◦
• ◦

))
(21a)

+
1−α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
•−•
• ◦ ↼

•−◦
• ◦

))
+

1−α

2NE
ρ

(
δ

(
◦−◦
• ◦ ↼

•−◦
• ◦

))
(21b)

− 1
NE

Ô•−◦
• ◦

(21c)

4 Simulating the Models

In Section 3.3 we presented several ways of converting a DTMC-based model into a CTMC-based one.
The first (M1) is based on introducing weight factors correcting for the deviation of the probabilistic
view of the DTMC from the CTMC mass action semantics. This allows us to use a modified stochastic
simulation algorithm to recover the behavior of the DTMC. Then we have the mass action stochastic
graph transformation system (M2) as introduced in Section 2, in our view the most natural and closest
to reality due to its use of continuous time, but in order to relate to the original probabilistic formulation
we have to sample rate constants experimentally until the behavior matches that observed in the given
model. Finally we consider a model (M3) obtained by mutually extending the rules of the system to the
same left-hand side. Then all rules have the same number of matches and hence rates directly reflect
probabilities.

In this section we simulate these models with the CTMC-based SimSG tool [12] to see how, with
suitably chosen parameters, their behavior matches that of the original formulation [11]. In particular,
we want to answer the following questions.

RQ1: Can we reproduce the results of [11] by simulating (M1) in SimSG?

RQ2: What rates do we have to use to reproduce the behavior of [11] in (M2)?

RQ3: Does (M3) with rates reflecting the probabilities of [11] lead to the same overall behavior?

Note that in (M1) and (M2) rates are derived analytically based on the theory in Section 3.3 while they are
determined experimentally for (M3). As in [11] initial graphs are generated randomly based on a fraction
u of agents voting 0 (where u = 0.5 gives a 50/50 split between opinions) by deciding for each pair of
nodes with probability v if they should be linked. This means that, with 100 voters and v= 0.04, we create
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(a) Initial graph (u=0.5) (b) Giant component (c) Fragmented graph

Figure 4: Graphs before and after simulation

an Erdös-Rényi graph with 400 links and average degree 8. According to [11] we expect to see one of two
behaviors, depending on the probability α of rewiring (vs. 1−α for adoption) for a given discordant link.
With α > 0.43 rewiring causes a fragmentation of the graph into homogeneous connected components;
otherwise adoption leads to the dominance of a single opinion (usually the initial majority) in a giant
component. Visually we indicate opinion 1 in green and opinion 0 in red. Homogeneous components
are highlighted in their respective color, whereas heterogeneous components are shown in gray. For
example, Figure 4(a) shows the initial graph. In the limit, if the rates favor the adopt rules we obtain a
graph as in Figure 4(b), while Figure 4(c) shows a possible result of dominant rewiring where the graph
has split split into two components, one for each opinion.
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(b) CTMC Version of the Voter Model

Figure 5: Simulation results

To answer RQ1 we use the rules as presented in Section 2, but modify the simulation algorithm by
the weight factors derived in Section 3.3. This produces a simulation matching that of a discrete time
Markov chain. While fixing the model size, we perform a nested parameter sweep over α , the static
probability of rewiring, and over the fraction u of agents voting 0. The results are shown in Figure 5(a).
On the y-axis we plot the fraction of voters with the minority opinion in the final graph, while the x-
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axis shows the α value for each simulation. Furthermore, each set of symbols in the figure represents a
different opinion ratio u in the initial graph. As we can see, independently of the u there is a clear point
after which an increase in α leads to a separation of voters by opinion, which implies a segmentation of
the graph. In turn, if α is low, the minority opinion disappears. Thus, Figure 5(a) reflects very closely
the findings of [11], with only a minor deviation of the value of α separating the two outcomes.

For RQ2, we execute the same rules with our standard implementation simulation algorithm reflect-
ing mass action CTMC semantics. While fixing the rate of the adopt rules as 1, we perform a nested
parameter sweep over α , in this case denoting the rate of the rewiring rules, and the minority fraction u.
The results are shown in Figure 5(b), again with the y-axis showing the fractions of voters in the minor-
ity in each final graph and the x-axis tracking the α values. As before, each set of symbols represents
a different initial fraction u. In contrast to Figure 5(a), here the threshold of α at which the final graph
becomes segmented is orders of magnitudes smaller. This is a result of the CTMC-based simulation
algorithm, that obtains the rule application probability by multiplying a rule’s match count with its static
rate. Intuitively, the set of matches for each of the adopt rules consists of all connected pairs of voters
v1,v2 of different opinion. Instead, the set of matches of the rewire rules is made up by the Cartesian
product of this first set with the set of voters sharing the opinion of v1. To find the same balancing point
as in the probabilistic model, this “unfair advantage” of the rewire rules is compensated for by a very
low rate.
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Figure 6: Simulation results of the alternative CTMC Version described by the rules in equation (21)

Finally, to address RQ3 we perform simulations using adopt and rewire rules extended to a common
left-hand side consisting of two connected voters v1,v2 of conflicting opinions plus one extra voter each
of opinion 0 and 1. By the same argument as above this leads to a large increase in the number of matches
and hence poses scalability challenges to the simulation. To address this we used a smaller initial graph
of 50 Voters and 200 groups and executed only 10 simulation runs per parameter configuration rather
than 40 as in the other two models. (In each case, configurations range across 3 values for u and 7 values
for α totaling 21 parameter configurations for each model.) The results are shown in Figure 6 using the
same layout as before. It is interesting that, despite the high degree of activity in this model due to the
very large match count, it displays almost the same behavior as the DTMC version (M1), even down to
the α threshold.

The limited scalability of this approach is in part due to the global nature of the requirement that all
rules share the same left-hand side. In the MDP-based approach of [20] this applies only to the subsets of
rules defining the same action. One could then consider the four alternatives of rewire and adopt as cases
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of the same action of resolving a conflict edge, leading to a probabilistic graph transformation system
with one rule. An analysis of the relation of mass-action CTMC with MDP-based semantics, however,
is beyond the scope of this paper.

Social network analysis of the voter model and its variants is limited to a theoretical level, exploring
mechanisms resulting in certain emergent phenomena that are observable in real-life networks, but are
not quantified using real data. For a deeper quantitative analysis of phenomena such as the spread of
opinions or the fragmentation of networks, the parameters of our rule-based models need to be matched
to real social network data where such is available. This means, in particular, to determine the rates of
the rules, e.g., from observations of pattern frequencies.

Such approaches are well established in chemical and biological modeling where statistical methods
are used to derive rates of reaction rules from concentrations, i.e., relative pattern frequencies describing
the ratios of the different types molecules [19, 13]. Instead, the derivation of an equational model from
the operational rule-based description based on the rule algebra approach described in this paper could
allow for an analytical approach where rates are determined by solving a system of equations. The
precise conditions under which this is possible are a subject of future research.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we analyzed the non-standard semantics behind the formulation of adaptive system models
in the literature. For a simple but prototypical example, we focused specifically on the voter models
of opinion formation in social networks. We analyzed the non-standard semantics behind these models
and established that they can be seen as Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMCs). In order to start
the study of such models using the concepts, theories and tools of stochastic graph transformations
(SGTS), we formalized the semantic relation between the rule-based specification by SGTS of mass-
action Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) with the DTMC-based semantics, identifying two
systematic ways by which an SGTS can be derived from a DTMC-based model while preserving the
behavior in the limit.

In the first derivation, this leads to a generalized notion of SGTS with weight factors correcting for
the mass-action component represented by the dependency of the jump rate on the number of matches
for each rule. This new type of SGTS is supported by a generalized simulation algorithm supporting
the analysis of DTMC-based probabilistic graph transformation systems which, to our knowledge, is
original. The second derivation converts the rules of the system by extending them to the same left-
hand sides, producing a model resembling Markov-Decision Process (MDP)-based probabilistic graph
transformation rules.

Apart from the theoretical analysis, we validate both resulting systems through simulations, estab-
lishing that they reproduce the expected behavior of the model. We also create a direct model of the
same system as an SGTS with standard mass-action CTMC semantics and succeed in determining its
parameters experimentally to match the expected behavior. We conclude that we can use standard mass-
action stochastic GTS to model the phenomena expressed by the voter models in the literature, providing
a starting point for further more elaborate modeling and analyses.

In future work we want to study more complex adaptive networks, including variations on the voter
model with groups of more than two members, opinion profiles for a set of topics instead of a single
opinion per voter, and including concepts such as influencers (who actively try to link to and persuade
others), or zealots (who do not change their opinions). We are also planning to study how to match
models to social network data. On the foundational side, we are planning optimizations to the simulation
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algorithm and a study of the relation between mass-action CTMC and MDP semantics of probabilistic
graph transformations. We can also derive and study differential equations (ODEs) from our SGTS
using the rule-algebra formalism. This provides a more scalable solution to analyzing their behavior
complementing the simulation-based approach.
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